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Abstract:
In 1972 a tombstone was discovered in a local cemetery that in the same year was
examined by Wolfgang Franke and his colleague Ch’en T’eieh-fan. They translated the
inscription of the tombstone and found it to belong to a Master Pu who hailed from
Quanzhou in Fujian and who died in 1264. Franke concluded that Master Pu was a
Muslim from Quanzhou who had served as an envoy to Brunei. The Muslim affiliation
originated in the long-held belief that anyone with the surname Pu from Quanzhou had
to be a Muslim, since the most important Pu, Pu Shougen, had been allegedly a Muslim
too. Franke furthermore assumed that the tombstone belonged to a tomb of Master Pu
in Brunei. In the early 1990s a text appeared that purportedly was written by Cai
Yongjian (1776-1835). This text, the Xishan zazhi only existed in a number of handwritten copies, had never been seen nor mentioned before, and only had partially
survived the centuries. Astonishingly the Xishan zazhi contained not only information
on Master Pu himself, but also about his family, the famous Quanzhou boat of 1273, and
rock carvings by the She people. In the present paper I am examining the probability of
Master Pu having travelled to Borneo as well as him receiving a burial there. In addition,
I will critically discuss the Xishan zazhi as a potential fake and present it as a means to
enhance the status of Quanzhou as not only the eastern end of maritime silk road, but
also as a major trading hub since the tenth century.
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